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Laid-down turn is the result of usage of several tricks. Only after learning to combine inclination,

rotation and vertical motion you can count on success. Frontside turn is always got learnt a little

easier by riders however this is characterized by less fear and the human anatomy. At the same time

it is much harder to make the right frontside laid-down turn (this means that loss in speed is minimal)

than the right backside one.

Frontside laid-down turn often involves big loss in speed because rider puts intuitively both hands on

the slope and transfers too much weight on them. You can learn to place hands on frontside correctly

by learning position ‘karateka’ which is described at Extremecarving site as the karate position before

the �ght.

YOUR FRONT ARM STRAIGHTENED FORWARD TOUCHES THE SNOW TO FEEL WHERE THE SURFACE LIES AND TO
PROTECT YOUR HEAD,  AND YOUR BACK ARM,  TUCKED UP OVER YOUR HEAD,  ALSO TOUCHES THE SNOW IN THE SAME
PURPOSE OF HEAD PROTECTION.
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Phases of laid-down turns
ENTERING THE LAID-DOWN TURN;
SLIDING ON THE SNOW SURFACE;
RISE INITIATION BY MUSCLES;
RISE FROM THE LAID-DOWNTURN.

Extremecarving. Laid-down turns.
Frontside

http://www.extremecarving.com/tech/excarving.html
https://funcarve.com/
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Phase of rise initiation is added to the usual phases of a carved turn. This phase includes actions of

the rider aimed to gentle take o� from the slope and to getting the basic position. Unfortunately most

of the riders weren’t able to change their perception of carving and they believe mistakenly that it is

necessary to rise from the laid-down turn using hands to push them from the slope.

In fact the main role is played by the position of the most massive part of our body – torso. You should

learn to use the muscles of your abdominals and back to shift the centre mass slightly higher than

the support and then inertia of its motion will lift you up itself.

Frontside laid-down turn

In the very beginning of the turn when after edge changing the board still moves along the

perpendicular of the slope you should make a deep inclination having your knees bent and keeping

your back straight and to put your forearm on the slope. Then in the process of the turn you should

straighten smoothly your legs, press your body to the snow and put your arm above your head taking

the karateka position.

After crossing the fall line you need to initiate the take o� from the slope by using the force of your

back muscles with your back arched and trying simultaneously to keep your shoulders in ‘minus’

position. You need necessarily support for the rise and there is no sense in bending knees before you

took o� from the slope because bending of the knees means unweighting of the board. You cannot

unweight something that wasn’t weighted. And after the take o� you need to �nish the turn* up to

perpendicular in ‘minus’ position and to change the edge with your knees bent.

ExtremeCarving (softboot) Video Tutorial 4.1 - Frontside ExtremeCarving (softboot) Video Tutorial 4.1 - Frontside ……

Видео-уроки экстримкарвинга 4.2ru - Фронтсайд УклВидео-уроки экстримкарвинга 4.2ru - Фронтсайд Укл……

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=utQVkZBlfms
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qEJydTwUacc
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Typical mistakes

You should strictly avoid tilting your body forward to achieve more e�ective inclination and more

soft and smooth laid-down turn.

Support yourself with hands on the slope too much. When you do so the e�ectiveness of

inclination decreases, you break 50:50 weight distribution and you lose the speed because of

strong friction.

You put your forearm late. When you do so you incline later than you should and your inclination

becomes maximum only by the phase of speed loss and also in this case you straighten your

body not along the slope but up from it.

Harsh knees unbending leads to board unweighting, carve breakage and you lose your 50:50

weight distribution. 

Attempt to stretch out your back arm in front of you. This intuitive and protective movement

makes you turn your shoulder into ‘Plus’ position, make too big angulation and lose your 50:50

weight distribution.

Shift your back arm behind your head and keep your leading arm in front of you just in case.

Slow knees bending in the phase of rise leads to the loss of lifting force.

Attempts to push yourself from the slope with your arms. In this case rider’s weight removes from

the snowboard, they lose the speed and the lifting force. Besides their hips stick out and rise

becomes faltering, unstable and uncertain.
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СОДЕРЖАНИЕ

CONTACT US

     

    

tel:+7(921)8823969
https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=79218823969
tg://resolve?domain=calllka_funcarve
https://vk.com/im?sel=-560759
mailto:funcarve.ru@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/funcarving/
https://www.instagram.com/funcarve.ru/
https://www.youtube.com/user/FunCarve2012
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https://funcarve.com/teorethics
https://funcarve.com/magazin/funcarve-snowboards
https://funcarve.com/courses
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https://funcarve.com/freeride
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